UC NGTS POT 1, Lightning Team 3.C: Crawler Evaluation

Membership:

Lisa Schiff, CDL (POT 1) Convener
Kathleen Cameron, UCSF (POT 1) Support
Garey Mills, UCB
UCB Brian Tingle, CDL

Charge: Based on the discovery and display requirements from Lightning Team 3.A, Lightning Team 3.C will develop a scope of work estimate for building a vertical crawler and access system, similar to the Digital Public Library of America Beta Sprint. This solution would serve as the initial UCLDC discovery and display interface (possibly in addition to other discovery solutions, e.g. WorldCat Local) and could potentially morph into the access interface scoped out by Lightning Team 1.A.

Anticipated Start Date: August 2012

Target Completion Date: September 2012